
City of Huntington Woods 
Historic District Commission Minutes
Virtual Meeting
June 2, 2021
Chairman Chris Volgelheim called the virtual meeting to order at 7:30 pm. 

PRESENT:
Steven Behrmann
Mark Fink
Jim Malloure
Chris Vogelheim
Martha Shrode
Robert Lebow

ABSENT: 
Louse Wibbelman

STAFF: 
Hank Berry

Approval of minutes- May 5, 2021 

Behrmann: Michael Ostrowski stated that the replacement windows at the Radner residence were
identical in measurements and dimensions.  Minutes did not reflect that.  Malour states they are
not the same, similar size but they are double panes while the current ones are single.  They are
not identical, technology is now different, just similar. Minutes needed more detail, correction to
May 5, 2021 minutes.

Berry stated he will request more detail in minutes.

Chairman requested page numbers in minutes. 

Chairman Vogelheim stated that at the bottom of page 2 Malloure stated the windows need to be
compatible with the original as close as possible. M.Ostrowski states he is planning to match the
windows that are failing with identical to existing, mutton styles, rails, 8 over 8.
Behrmann says that satisfies him and would like a little more detail.

Motion to approve minutes of May 5, 2021 by Behrmann, Seconded by Maloure.
Roll call vote: 
Lebow- Abstaining
Behrmann- yes
Fink- yes
Maloure- yes
Shrode- yes
Vogelheim- yes



Yays: 5
Nays: 0
Abstain: 1
Motion to approve minutes passed.

Applications:

A. Matter of an addition to the Zacharias residence at 26405 Hendrie

Mr. Zacharias gave introduction, update on siding, submitted paver proposal,  6 x 6 column
wrapped in white trim boards that match the house. The first time he came he was lacking some
information. Submitted pavers detail.

Berry: This application was missing details. Items that were missing, motion should include
detail or questions that should be answered or include what you would like to see in the motion.
 
Lebow: specs on window and doors? 

Zacharias: Yes,have them, same as the ones that we replaced previously.  Same trim, window
line, Marvin double hung windows.  Match what was there before.  Keeping the same product
throughout the house so it is consistent.

Behrmann- Comment in packet from Berry on page 1, point #3.  

Berry: The Building official has some level of comfort with the footings and foundations for this.
The details will be gone over when they apply for their permit.by him. 

Behrmann: Proposal is oddly proportioned shaped, long and shed like. Would like clarification
on the Unilock pavers where they are going, size and area they are covering. Footprint of where
they are covering.

Homeowner- Pavers are going under where the patio is. Long term going along the back of the
house. Proposal has a pool, not going to do that now. Patio would stop and be under the covered
patio area only.

Behrmann: Looks like pavers are encroaching into the yard. Last meeting board wanted to know
what you were using. 

Berry: Pavers and pool if any are administrative approval.  Can’t cover more than 50% of the rear
yard by structures. Motion should reflect that pavers are under the covered patio.
Fink: Concerned about scope and extent of pavers, not a problem with pavers going under the
covered area. I would not object if the pavers do not extend beyond the boundaries of the paved



area and not extend beyond the walls of the structure and columns at the far end of the structure.

Maloure: Would the applicant have to come back if he puts in a larger area?  

Berry: This is by administrative approval. May need to come back, or make it smaller.  Do not
have any dimensions  to go on.

Maloure: Photos on back of house, roofline over covered patio,  windows look much smaller on
page 1, than the photos of the actual house.  What is the slope of the roof? Rendering is not an
actual portrayal  of the house.

Homeowner: 4/12 pitch.  

Berry: If there was a deviation of the roof, they would have to come back.

Shrode: Uniblock ?  Is it a concrete form?  

Homeower: Sample on pg 3, Unilock.

Berry: Would have to come back if a pool affects the tree.

Vogelheim: Clarifies dimensions, 20’ for addition, no enclosure at the west side gable, there is an
open truss, is it going to be trimmed out and finished?

Page 2 and 3 of gable end. 

Zacharias: It will be trimmed out to match. Will do the minimum size trim to match.
Detailed trim around eaves and gable, and siding.

Vogelheim:  On the elevations, I don’t see corner boards, trim,  sills around windows. 

Behrmann: Mr Zacharias, are you doing work yourself?

Zacharias: (yes with some help.) 

Behrmann: Hank, are these drawings satisfactory?

Berry: He will need clarification for the building official. You have to decide if there is enough
information for you. 

Behrmann: There is no documentation to make sure what is said will be done. Mr. Zacharias,
will you be pulling the permits?  

Zacharias: Yes I will be pulling the permits myself.



Chairman opens public participation, and seeing none closes public participation.

Motion: 
Lebow: Motion to deny application due to insufficient detailed information, too many
unanswered questions, Seconded by Shrode.

Discussion by commissioners: 

Behrmann: if this fails this still needs a motion for approval? Berry: Yes, correct. 

Vogelheim: 3D image is different from 2 dimensional elevation drawings. Posts,  Facade looks
like there is a wide trim board, pilaster, siding at end, some detail is different.

Berry: Motion has to call out the details.

Vogelheim: Roll call vote

Lebow: yay
Behrmann: no
Fink: no
Maloure: no
Shrode: yay
Vogelheim: no
Berry: motion did not pass, you need an alternative motion.

Fink: Motion to approve based on standard 3, with provision that pavers be confined to the
area under the covered portion of the addition, move to include a certificate of
appropriateness.  Second by Maloure.

Maloure: Certificate of appropriateness would be endorsing the design to a level that we
feel comfortable with. I have concerns that we don't have enough detail to fully understand
the scope.  This is on the rear, not visible from the front elevation. Roll into a motion what
is in the 3D drawings, rather than the 2 dimensional drawings, a Notice to Proceed is a
better avenue to take rather than the Certificate of Appropriateness. We don't have enough
detail to make a decision. Notice to proceed is a better avenue to take than a certificate of
appropriateness. I’ll make it an amendment to Finks motion.
Fink: approves the amendment.

Discussion by Commission: 

Vogelheim: Wanted clarity in the motion

Shrode: Concerned trying to accommodate and move ahead without defining detail.
Chairman: Gable end drawing- doesn't show any gable siding, doesn't show trim board under
eave overhang,does not define what is the OG trim, the rafter face.  Should have lines to scale,



notes defining, posts have trim and need defining, pilasters need trim defined. No gutters, 3D
drawings, building face board, pilaster on face looks like a 6” board, top of doorwall does not
have trim on top of it.  Commission looks at the details and will look at the finished product.  Are
facia boards at the eaves vertical or slanted? 2D elevation shows something different. 

Berry: Motion on the table, suggest detailed as possible when it comes in it will have to go back
to Mr. Zacharias, approve not in concept. Details need to be referenced on plan.

Behrmann: Can we make a list of items?.

Berry: reads motion, Motion to issue a notice to proceed for this project as it generally
meets standard #2 and encompass where the eaves line up, all the way around and that the
trim boards replicate the boards on the front of the house for scale and size, the siding
match gable ends and the additions, unilock pavers to be used only under the area under
the roof and the addition.

Maloure: add to motion that the eave detail matches the 2019 addition and should be
replicated around the eave ends.
Shrode: someone mentioned a base around the 6 x 6 posts.

Berry: posts are typically finished with trim.  It is not shown in any of the details.

Roll call vote
Behrmann- yes
Fink- yes
Maloure-yes
Shrode- no
Lebow- no
Vogelheim- no
Motion fails

Vogelheim: Drawings lack detail. Overall 3D drawing to 2D, gable ends need a specific detail,
soffit does not match the existing house, how do we get to a place where we can get this?
Lebow: Mr. Zacharias should hire a professional draftsperson to put together his needs and wants
and ideas are create a proper presentation for us to review and vote on.

Shrode: Motion to deny based on the inconsistencies from the 2D to the 3D drawings, the
typos and the lack of clarification from one drawing to the next of what is to be built. 
Seconded by Lebow.

Discussion by the Commission

Shrode: Not going to approve anything that I’m not clear of what is going to happen, we are



representative of the city,  there is improvement of this, but not to put my stamp on it 100%, that
is why people hire professionals  to do the drawings. We cannot help if we don't know what we
are voting on.

Lebow: I support Shrodes comments.

Maloure: Amendment to Shrodes, I would also like to list out specific drawings that we would
like to have included, to have the homeowner better prepared, window details, window
specifications and samples, roof eaves details, flashing details, roofing materials specification.
Trim details for proposed columns, trim details for corner boards, floor plan and reflective
ceiling plan.

Vogelheim: Amendment to that, concerned about profiles, and alignment, the eaves and
dimensions. Leave flashing details to the building department.
Chairman clarifies reflective ceiling plan and floor plans, dimensional controls, how far away
from the existing building things are.

Mr. Zacharias, I was here 2-3 months ago with a proposal, it was ok but lack of detail, came
back, now requesting more detail. Can I take the one page out? 

Vogelheim: Professional drawings have been discussed, and architectural drawings.

Berry: there is a list of what you have to submit. Plans would not pass the building department.
House is in the historic district.

Fink: it is the homeowners responsibility to know before submitting an application what the
requirements are. 

Homeowner: though there was an understanding last meeting as to what he needed. Now he is
being told he needs more drawings.

Berry: Would the commission hold a special meeting so the Zacharias application could be heard
again?

Berry reads previous minutes and items lacking, column details, trim details and measurements
etc.

Shrode: explains her motions and the need for an architectural draftsman to implement items
needed on plans.

Lebow: Time to move on. Motion needs to move on.

Roll call vote
Steven Behrmann-yes



Mark Fink- yes
Jim Malloure-yes
Chris Vogelheim- yes
Martha Shrode-yes
Robert Lebow-yes
Motion to deny passed due to lack of sufficient detail.

B. Matter of an Addition to the Peet residence at 26329 York
Homeowner Jason Peet  gives an introduction. Lived in a historic district in Detroit previously. 
Proposing a small addition at the rear of the home. Shows photos of home, hip roof was
previously cedar shake, which is still there underneath and we would like to restore it.  Rear of
the home roof is cedar shake underneath, I would like to restore or replace with red cedar shake. 
Rear had a railing, now missing and would like to be replaced.  Shows floor plan of first floor. 
Home only has 1 full bath upstairs, small added on half bath by kitchen.  Proposed addition is to
extend rear wall 9’ to the side and return it back doubling the size of the breakfast nook, then
restore kitchen to original configuration.  Still need a half bath on the first floor. Shown on plan
by rear hallway from garage, keeping breakfast nook. Shows proposal plan to restore cedar shake. 
Brick up to soffit, trying to match original brick, cant find it, but will reclaim brick above 4’heigh
and use it below as a 4’ banding, and then cedar shake above, window in breakfast nook will be
reclaimed and used in the bathroom exterior wall, Brooks lumber in Detroit, Savante restoration
wiu replicate glass matching windows on the front on the house.  Door will be a wood door.
Pattern for door single panel door, 2 panels, stiles and rails similar, not detail on gutter, brought
over around breakfast nook and wrapped around.  Basement window will remain, 3 lite steel
window.

Berry: Modest addition to porch area, lot size and house size not affected.  Brick match is
important, reclaiming brick makes sense, shakes differentiate old from new, details are
replicating existing details on the house and reclaiming wavy glass.  Meets standards for
certificate of appropriateness. Drawings are detailed.

Board discussion

Lebow: great project and like exposing original materials, important to historic districts.

Maloure: Same as Lebows comments. Second floor, original door and windows adjacent to the
door look like sill level.  Need to address if occupied due to glass in the window and level for the
building department. Like the addition, volume should be differentiated, an idea for discussion. Is
there cedar shake above other window dormers?  

Peet- Yes there are. Is the intention to restore all cedar shakes on dormers?  Homeowner- “yes on



all while the workers are there. Also needs proper flashing done at the same time.  Windows
perspective is off, 23” above, may need safety glass. Had the architect draw plans, but I did a lot
of the drawings myself.  Trying to make the old and new look like one.

Shrode: Likes proposal.  Is roofing strong enough?

Peet: yes 2 x 6 construction. Will strengthen as needed.

Fink: The clarity of application is nice.

Behrmann:  Appreciate the sensitivity of the project.  Addition is not visible from front, fits your
needs fantastic execution.

Vogelheim: likes the brick.

Chairman opens public participation.  Seeing none, closes public participation.

Motion to approve by Shrode with a certificate of appropriateness meets Standardard #2.
Seconded by Maloure.

Roll call vote:
Yays: all yes to approve
Nays: 0
Motion passes

Other Business: 
None

Chairman Vogelheim then opened the meeting to public comment.  Seeing none closes.

Motion to adjourn meeting by  Shrode , Seconded by Maloure                   
Yay: All yes to adjourn
Nay: 0

The meeting adjourned at 9:34 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Nikki Rallis 
Recorder




